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Abstract: A simple and informative dot-chart is presented that gives clear picture and insight into the nature of 
the data by partitions the unity using cumulative distribution function into two parts below and above the mean to 
obtain measure of skweness that is zero for any symmetric distribution and to three parts based on 50% confidence 
interval for normal random variable to obtain a measure of data-density or data-concentration that is zero for 
normal distribution. This type of dot-chart has advantages over histogram and quantile-quantile plot where it does 
not required bin as histogram or plotting position as QQ-plot..
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Abstracts 

A simple and informative dot-chart is presented that gives clear picture and insight into the nature of the data by 
partitions the unity using cumulative distribution function into two parts below and above the mean to obtain 
measure of skweness that is zero for any symmetric distribution and to three parts based on 50% confidence interval 
for normal random variable to obtain a measure of data-density or data-concentration that is zero for normal 
distribution. This type of dot-chart has advantages over histogram and quantile-quantile plot where it does not 
required bin as histogram or plotting position as QQ-plot.  

Keywords: Dot Chart; Histogram; Skewness; QQ-Plot.      
 

Introduction 

It is important for data analyst to give a description 
of a distribution and the natural step after treating 
location, spread, skewness is to characterize kurtosis. 
Kurtosis plays important roles in various applications, 
where it has been used in tests of normality, robustness, 
outliers, modified tests and estimation, large sample 
inferences, and other situations. The kurtosis parameter is 
embedded in many inference problems, for example, the 
asymptotic variance of process capability indices, 
coefficient of variation and effect size index depend on 
kurtosis parameter, among other parameters; see, 
Balanda and MacGillivray (1988), DeCarlo (1997), 
Schmid and Trede (2003), Kim and White (2004), Zenga 
(2006), Lihua and Ahmed (2008) and Fiori (2008).  More 
recently, Fiori and Zenga (2009) gave a very good review 
for the original of kurtosis. The classical notion of 
kurtosis     {(   )    }  or kurtosis excess 
       , is given by the standardized fourth central 
moment. The normal distribution has      (    ) 
and the uniform distribution  has a flat top, with    
    .  Values of         may suggest that the 
distribution is bimodal Darlington (1970) but bimodal 
distributions can have high kurtosis if the modes are 
distant from the shoulders; see, for example, Hildebrand 
(1971), Groeneveld and Meeden  (1984), Blanda and 
MacGillivary (1988) and Wang and Serfling (2005).  

 

In this paper the unity of cumulative distribution 
function is divided to two parts using cumulative 
distribution function under and above the mean to obtain 
a measure of skewness that is zero for symmetric 
distributions and to three parts in terms of 50% 
confidence interval of normal random variable to obtain a 
measure of data-concentration that is zero for normal 
distribution. Based on these partitions an informative 
chart called dot-chart is presented that can provide more 
insight into the nature of the data.  

In Section 2 the unity is divided to two and three 
parts based on mean and confidence interval of normal 
distribution and measures of skewness and  data-
concentration  are introduced. The estimation of 
skewness and data-concentration measure is presented in 
Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the conclusion. 

Partitions of one and the shape measures 

Let           be a random sample from a 
continuous distribution with density function  ( ), 
quantile function  ( )     ( )   ( ),      , 
cumulative distribution function  ( )   , mean 
   ( ),   is the standard deviation of the distribution 
where ∫  ( )   

    , and 
                              for        . 
The unity can be partitions to two parts using CDF as   

    (   )   (   )         
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Also the unity can be partitions to three parts as 

  
   (      )   (           )

  (      ) 
The skewness measure can be defined as  
 

    (   )   (   )       
   ( )     

This measure is zero for any symmetric distribution 
and is bounded by    and  . This measure is defined by 
Groeneveld and Meeden  (1984). 

The measure   can be shown graphically on the dot-
chart that shows the pattern of the data-density or data-
concentration on x-axis with respect to the mean by using 
the function dotchart(x) in R-software. Therefore, 
  represents the data-density or data-concentration for 
the values less than the mean and   represents the data-
concentration for the values more than mean.  

Figure 1 shows the dot-chart for 100 observations 
from uniform, normal, logistic, and Laplace distributions. 
The graph shows symmetric pattern of right side data-
concentration with left side data-concentration from the 
mean for all distributions.  

Moreover, the dot-chart shows short tail and equally 
distributed data-concentration for the uniform 
distribution, medium tails with more data-concentration 
near the mean than uniform for the normal distribution, 
long tails with more data-concentration near the mean 
than normal for the logistic and Laplace distributions. 

Figure 2 shows the dot-chart for 100 observations 
from chi-square with 1 and 2 degree of freedom, beta 
with parameters (1,0.5) and (1,0.15) distributions. The 
graph shows a degree of asymmetric pattern of right side 
data-concentration and left side data-concentration from 
the mean for all distributions. Moreover, the dot-chart 
shows very strong left side data-concentration and very 
light right data-concentration for chi-square (1) 
distribution that indicates very strong right skewed and 
strong left side data-concentration with more data-
concentration near the mean for chi-square (2) 
distribution that indicates strong right skewed while the 
dot-chart shows very strong right side data-density and 
very light left data-density for beta(1,0.15) that indicates 
very strong left skewed and medium right side data-
density with more data-density near the mean for beta 
(1,0.5) distribution that indicates medium left skewed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. dot-chart with vertical line at mean for 100 standardized observations from uniform, normal , logistic, 
and Laplace distributions. 
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Figure 2. dot-chart with vertical line at mean for 100 observations drawn from chisq(1), chisq(2), beta(1,0.5) and 
beta (1,0.15) distributions. 

The proposed measure for data-concentration is 
defined as    

     (     ) 
where 

   ∫  ( )  
        

        
  (        )   (        )  

 

   ∫  ( )     
 

        
 (        ) 

and  

   ∫  ( )   
        

  
 (        ) 

   ∫  ( )     
 

        
 (        ) 

and  

   ∫  ( )   
        

  
 (        ) 

This measure is bounded by -1 and 1 for all distributions 
and the choice of         to obtain data-concentration equal 
to zero for the benchmark distribution (the normal distribution) 
or 50% confidence interval for a normal random variable 
(                 ). Therefore,    represents the data-
density that concentrated in the middle of the distribution 
(middle-data-density),    represents the data-density in the 
right side of the distribution (right side data-density),    

represents the data-density in the left side of the distribution 
(left side data-density). Moreover the parameter       can be 
interpreted as the data-density that concentrated in the sides or 
tails of the distribution (side-data-density) i.e. the   measure 
compares the side-data-density with middle-data-density in 
terms of the benchmark distribution, therefore, if    , side-
data-density equal to middle-data-density,     then middle-
data-density is more than side-data-density or lighter sides-
density and heavier middle-density than normal and     
then middle-data-density is less than sides-data-density or 
heavier sides-density and lighter middle-density than normal. 
The measure   can be shown graphically on the dot-chart that 
shows the pattern of the scatter or density of the data in middle 
and sides of the distribution. This pattern gives indications 
about the shape of the distribution.  
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Figure 3.   ,    and    on dot-chart for Beta(0.25,0.25) (                                   ), 

uniform (                                   ), normal (                               ) 
and Laplace (                                  ) distributions using      . Note that   is replaced 

by   on the graph. 
 

Figure 3 shows the dot-chart for the beta, uniform, 
normal and Laplace distributions. The graph shows the 
data-density pattern for each distribution, for 
beta(0.25,0.25) distribution the sides-data-density is 
much more than the middle-data-density that indicates 
strong negative data-concentration (most likely not 
unimodal distribution), the uniform distribution shows 
randomly distributed data  and the sides-data-density is 
more than middle-data-density  

 

that indicates negative data-concentration, the normal 
distribution shows more middle-data-density about mean 
than uniform and the sides-density is equal to middle-
data-density that indicates zero data-concentration and 
the Laplace distribution shows much more middle-data-
density about mean than normal with less sides-data-
density with long scatter data (long tails) that indicates 
positive data-concentration. 

 

Table 1. Values of   and   for some symmetric distributions 

Set A     Set B     

Beta(0.25,0.25) 0 -0.541 gl*(0,1,-0.85,-0.85) 0 0.985 

Beta(0.5,0.5) 0 -0.366 gl(0,1,-0.75,-0.75) 0 0.969 

Uniform 0 -0.220 gl(0,1,-0.5,-0.5) 0 0.762 

Beta(1.5,1.5) 0 -0.157 gl(0,1,-0.25,-0.25) 0 0.345 

Normal 0 0 gl(0,1,-0.15,-0.15) 0 0.224 

Logistic 0 0.091 gl(0,1,-0.10,-0.10) 0 0.174 

Laplace 0 0.230 gl(0,1,-0.05,-0.05) 0 0.130 

t(5) 0 0.153 gl(0,1,-0.01,-0.01)   

 *gl stands for generalized lambda distribution with four parameters;see, Ramberg et al. (1979) 
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DeCarlo (1997) and others have pointed out that the 
Laplace distribution is clearly more peaked than the    
distribution but      for the Laplace and      for 
the   . In contrast,         for the Laplace and 
        for the    and thus   correctly classifies 
these distributions according to middle-density which is 
shown in Table 1 and Figure 4. According to Oja 
(1981), a valid measure of shape must be location and 

scale invariant and also must obey van Zwet ordering 
which rank orders the distributions in Set A of Table 1 
from smallest to largest. Parameter   is location and 
scale invariant and rank the distributions in Set A from 
smallest to largest. Note that   exists in distributions 
where mean and variance exist while    exists in 
distributions where fourth moment exists. 

 
Figure 4.   ,    and    on dot-chart for t(3) (                                  ), t(4) (           

                       ), t(5) (                                  ) and Laplace (                   
               ) distributions using      . Note that   is replaced by   on the graph. 

 

Estimation 

We now consider estimators of the population   
and   using a random sample of size  ,            
where  ̅  is sample mean and   is the sample standard 
deviation. The estimates are 

   
 
 ∑ ( ̅             ̅        )

 

   
  

   
 
 ∑ (    ̅        )

 

   
 

and 

   
 
 ∑ (    ̅        )

 

   
 

 

 

I is the indicator function. 

Hence, 

      ∑ (    ̅)
 

   
    

and 

     (     ) 
The empirical mean and variances of these 

estimates from normal distribution are given in Table 2 
using       randomly generated normal samples for 
each sample size. 
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Table 2: empirical mean and variances of   from uniform and normal distributions using 10000 replications 

 Uniform Normal  
        
  mean Var.   Mean. Var.    

10 -0.171 0.0571   -0.015 0.05829    
20 -0.194 0.0281   -0.0089 0.03020    
30 -0.203 0.0189   -0.0006 0.02095    
50 -0.211 0.0113   -0.0003 0.01233    
75 -0.213 0.0077   -0.0001 0.00849    
100 -0.216 0.0057   -0.0008 0.00640    
200 -0.219 0.0028   -0.0005 0.00318    
500 -0.219 0.0011   0.0005 0.00128    
1000 -0.219 0.0006   0.0004 0.00064    
 

From Table 2 and for uniform distribution 

 ̂( )        

For the normal distribution 

 ̂( )         

Figure 5 shows the dot-charts for faithful data from R-software. 

 
Figure 5.  the histogram and dot-chart for faithful data in R-software. the eruption data has          (       , 

        and        ) and waiting data has         (       ,        ,        ). 
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Conclusion 

A measure of data-concentration is proposed:    
which reflects information about the middle region and 
its complement        which reflects information 
about the tails of the distribution. It is illustrated that 
large value of    could mean high or wide peak and 
small value of    could mean long or thick tail. 
Moreover, the proposed measure has flexibility to work 
on part of the distribution rather than on the entire 
distribution, for example, if we are interested in the right 
tail we could work with   .     

On the other hand, there are limitations of the 
proposed measure. It can not be used when   and   are 
not finite, the Cauchy distribution provides an example, 
in that    is not defined. Also, what is the best choice of 
  which distinguish among distributions in terms of   . 
This may need sensitivity analysis.  
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